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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to present an improved laethod of 

comparing experimental inner bremsstrahlung (internal bremsstrahlung) 

spectra with the results of theories predieting the shape and inten

sity distributims of these spectra, by correcting the cwperiaental 

data for various effects due to the effioi«iay and resolution of the 

detection equipment. A computer program for correcting the experi

mental data fcxr efficiency of the detector, rosolution, and Compton 

scattering in the crystal is included in the Appendix* The oorrected 

experimental spectrum can then be compared directly with the speotrun 

predieted by theory. Experimenters (e.g., reference 1) have usually 

attempted to alter the theoretical spectrum in the same way that the 

detector does, and then oompared the experimental data with this 

changed theoretical spectrum. Since comparing a theory to the orig

inal (pre«*detection) spectrisa is the ultimate goad, it seems that 

the method to be described in thj.8 p{̂ >er is the more dtisirable. 

But first, a preliminary smmaary of the reasons for interest 

in inner bremestrnhlung spectra will be presented. It will be seen 

that inner bremsstrahlung (hereafter abbreviated IB) can be used in 

gamma-gamna angtilar correlation measurementfi, which are useful in 

probing nuclear stmoture. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

Angular Correlation 

The probability of emission of a particle or an elaotroraagnetic 

(juantuiA by a radioactive nucleus depoads in general on the angle be

tween the nuclear spin axis and the direction of emission (2). But 

in ordinary circumstances, the quantum mechanical state of the 

nucleus is a superposition of so many degenerate states that the 

sxpeotatlon value of the nuclear spin angular raoraentuai in any direc

tion is the same as it is in any other direction. One can detect 

an anisotropic radiation pattern only if the degeneracy of the nuc

lear Stat© is romoved, so that the nuclear spin rajignetic moment pre-

fers some direction (i.e., so tliat an cnseirible of non-randaaly 

oriented nuclei is selected as the source of radiation). One way 

to remove this degeneracy is to establish a preferred direction for 

the nuclear spin magnetic moments by applying a strong external mag

netic field. This causes an angular anisotropy in the iitanic 

Hamiltonian, so that the energj^ levels of states having different 

angular momentun projoctionc along the directlopx of the magnetic field 

are no longer equal. 

Another way to investigate the angular dependence of nuclear 

radiation is by correlating the spectra of two or more particles or 

quanta emitted from the same nucleus. When an atom decays by particle 

emission from the nucleus, the initial state function of the atom 

evolves into a final state function which includes the state functions 



of the atom end of the emitted particles. Theory shows that the 

matrix eloments specifying the transitioii pr^obllity for this decoy 

process dopood on the angle between the trajectories of the esaitted 

portieloe* Thus if one particle Is ''localised** by oxporiooatally 

detecting ooly those particles which are emitted in a certain direc

tion, this selects from the originally isotropic superposition of 

final states only states with eortain angular momentum projeetione 

in this direction. A oalcttlation of the pr^obility of radiation 

of the second poiPtlolo in each direction, using these selected states, 

yields an anlootropie pattern of radiation. Thus oorrelotlon of 

the diroetionol data ean be used to investigate the nature of the 

decoy process. The term **ongulor correlation** usually implioo **direc-

tiosal oorrelati^ei'* as well as **polarisation eorrolation** (2)t in 

the letter» the polarization of one or both radiations is observed, 

whereas only the directions of emission are correlated in the former. 

Suppose two radiations are emitted from a single nucleus in 

rapid succession. The detection of the first radiation, together 

with a measurement of the angle between emission and the nuclear spin 

axis, establishes some information about the probability of the 

orientation of the nuclear spin axis. This information, in turn, 

allows one to predict the radiation pattern of the subsequent radia

tion. If two quanta or particles are emitted sequentially, the 

relative probsbility that the second radiation R^ is detected in 

the solid angle dQ at an angle e with respect to R^, the firet radiation 

is a function of 6, and is deoignated W(0)dn by Frauenfelder (2). 

W(e), called the **correlation function** is determined experimentally 
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by recording the number Of coincidental detections by two detectors 

separated at the source by an angle 6. Figure 1 shows an example 

of a directional correlation measurement, taken from refez«ence (2). 

The information about nuclear states and transitions which can 

be derived from angular correlation experiments depends on the 

types of radiation observed, on the properties which are singled 

out by the experiment (direction, polarization, energy), and on 

the fields acting on the nucleus (2). Qamea^gamma directional 

correlation, for which IB experiments are used, yields the spins 

of the nuclear levels, but not their parities. Polarization cor

relation, or directional correlation between photons and internal 

conversiim electrons, may be used to determine the relative pari

ties of the states. The change of congelation due to extranuclear 

V 
J' 

3^7 
fields also can be used to determine the quadrupole coupling Q —:r. 

3Z 

where Q is the quadrupole moment of the nucleus. By observing the 

directional correlation as a function of an external magnetic 

field, one can sometimes measure the g-factor of an excited nuclear 

state (corresponding to the Lande g-factor in atomic states, the 

nuclear g-factor specifies the ratio of the nuclear magnetic 

moment to the nuclear spin angular momentum). The magnetic moment 

can then be found if the spin of the nuclear state is known. 

References (2) and (4) contain theoretical explanations of 

angular correlation at both elementary and sophisticated levels, as 

well as extensive lists of references on the subject. 
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Inner Bremsstrahlung and Angular Correlation 

Two coaraon types of decay of radioactive nuclei are 

negative and positive beta decay. Many isotopes decay by 

negative beta decay, or transformation of a neutron to a proton, 

with emission of an electron according to the scheme n->p'̂ V'fe*. 

Here v represents an antineutrino, which carries away some 

kinetic energy, allowing the emitted electrons to form a con

tinuous energy spectrum, n and p represent the neutron and 

proton, as usual. 

Other isotopes decay by positive beta decay, or trans

formation of a proton to a neutron with ejection of a positron, 

according to the scheme p-̂ -fv-fe . Here v represents a neutrino, 

and e represents the positron. Again the beta (positron) spec

trum is continuous (3, 4). 

A process similar to positive beta decay is the capture by 

the nucleus of an orbital electron, p+e" ••• n+v. The neutrino in 

this case carries off the disintegration energy of the transfor

mation minus the binding energy of the captured electron. 

A transition occurring on the order of a^e /lic=l/137 as 

often as any of the above processes is the capture of an orbital 

electron with the subsequent sharing of the disintegration energy 

between the neutrino and a photon, which is IB. This IB has a 

continuous energy distribution, from zero to a maximum energy equal 

to the disintegration energy minus the electron binding energy. If 

these processes leave the nucleus in an excited state, the nucleus 



can then decay to lower etates by gamma-emission. In spite of the 

low intensity of IB, the much smaller susceptibility to scattering 

of the photon, in contrast to the scattering of the electron, makes 

the radiative capture process more useful in certain anguliu? cor

relation experiments than the more frequent beta-decay processes. 

The use of low-intensity IB in these experiments was made possible 

by the development of Nal crystal scintillation techniques of 

gairaxta-deteotion. Also, since the intrinsic spin of the photon 

is equal to one, anisotrc^ies result which are larger and there

fore easier to detect than those resulting from particles with 

smaller intrinsic spins. Reference (4) contains a correlation of 

the angular distribution of IB to the initial nuclear spin. 

The IB spectrum accompanying beta-decay is much more in

tense than the IB spectrum accompanying orbital electron capture. 

However, this IB is less useful in most angular correlation 

experiments than the IB in the capture process, due to the fact 

that external bremsstrahlung of the emitted electron interferes 

with the IB spectrum (4), This interference cannot be eliminated 

by coincidence techniques, as interference due to other extraneous 

radiations frequently are, because the external bremsstrahlung 

happens at about the same time as the IB from the same disintegration. 

Theories of Inner Bremsstrahlung 

The IB spectrum accompanying orbital capture was first inves

tigated theoretically by Morrison and Schiff (5), who considered 

capture of the 1-S electron only and neglected relativistic and 
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electric dipole transiti<Hi effects. This first theory yielded a 

continuous IB spectrum with intensity varying with energy as follows; 

N(E)dE « C(E)(a/m V)(E/W ^)(W -E)^dE. 
o o o 

Here W^ is the upper limit of the IB energy, equal to the disintegra

tion energy minus the binding energy. C(E) is a complicated func

tion varying slowly except at very small energies (4, 5). Letting 

C(£) be considered constant and k«E/W , this assumes the simple form 

N(k)dk » const, x k(l-K)^dk. 

A graph of the spectrum predicted by Morrison and Schiff theory is 

shown in Figure 2 in the next chapter. The data (e.g., reference 1) 

agree very well with this function except at low energies, where the 

observed intensity is much higher than predicted. 

This discrepancy at low energies was attributed to the severe 

simplifying assumptions of Morrison and Schiff. The shape of the 

low-energy spectrum was later explained well by Glauber and Martin 

(6, 7, 8), who took into account capture of electrons other than 1-S, 

as well as electric and magnetic dipole effects. Coulomb effects, 

shielding of electrons by other electrons, and relativistic effects. 

By Coulomb effects is meant electric dipole transitions, which are 

primarily responsible for P-state orbital electron capture. This 

electric dipole transition is most prominent in heavy atoms. Rela

tivistic effects are appreciable only for 1-S state orbit orbital 
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electron capture, since the **velocity** of the electron in this state 

is high* The Glauber and Martin theory reduces to the k(l-k) form 

of Morrison and Schiff for 1-S capture, if light nuclei (where Coulomb 

effects are small) are considered, and if relativistic and screening 

effects are neglected. Although any orbital electron can in principle 

be captured (since every perturbed electron wave function has at least 

an extremely small non-zero probability density at the nucleus), the 

chief contributions to the very-low-energy spectrum arise from 2-P and 

3-P capture. 2-S and 3-S electron capture yield IB energies in the same 

energy range as the 1-8 spectrum. The electron capture probability 

decreases by about an order of magnitude for each increase in the elec

tron principal quantum number, due to the reduced electron wave func

tion amplitude at the nucleus. A further reduction for outer electrons 

is due to shielding of the outer electrons from the Coulomb field of 

the nucleus by electrons nearer to the nucleus (screening). The main 

effect of relativistic corrections is an increase of intensity at 

small energies, of about the right magnitude to compensate for the 

shielding, thus reducing the disadvantage in using a simplified theory 

not including either effect. 

According to Glauber and Martin, the capti«*e of any S-state (J^O) 

electron occurs with a re-orientation of the electron spin, since a 

spinless particle cannot emit a photon in a process with Aiof the 

nucleus equal to zero. The mechanism for describing P-state (^=1) 

electron capture is more complicated; a virtual electric dipole transi

tion to an intermediate S-state first occurs, followed by capture with 

a spin re-orientation, D- and F-state electrons can also be captured. 
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but the matrix elements for these transitions are negligible, since 

they 4opottd on electric or magnetic quadrupole and octopole transitions 

to an intexnediate S-state. 

Although oapture from an L-atate involving an intermediate 

transition to an S«*8tate appears to be forbidden by the Pouli exclusion 

prinoiplsi ealeulations show (7) that the same transition probability 

results from considering initial capture of the <d>structing electron, 

followed by the L-to-S transition. This process is very similar to 

S«oaptitre followed by an X-ray, ai»S indeed the IB from this process is 

very intense in the region of the characteristic X-ray. The only 

difference in the two processes is that in transitions to the inter* 

mediate virtual state energy does not have to be conserved* 

The most useful information from the theory of Morrison and Schiff 

is the prodietion of the ratio of w. , the probability of radiative 

capture from the 1-S state with the IB energy E in the energy interval 

dE, to w , the capture probability of 1-S electrons, given by 

-iSdE « (o/w)(W/m)^(l-E/W)^(E/W)d(E/W). 

The ratio of total radiative 1-S capture to total 1-S capture, obtained 

by integrating the above equation is 

I (w, /w^)dE « (a/12w)(W/«)^, 0 ^* ^ 
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Here W is again the disintegration energy minus the electron binding 

energy, and a is the fine structure constant. 

From the theory of Glauber and Martin, the ratio of radiative 

capture from nX shell (n is the principal quantum number and Jl is 

the angular momentum quantum number) with emitted IB energy in the 

range E to E+dE, w„j^(E), to the total c«^ture probability of 1-S elec

trons, w„, is 

^ dE . f<l/2 ZV)I^^(E)( S L - i ^ > ^ .E, 
K Is 

2 
where E is given in units of the 1-S binding energy, (3e) ia/2 

(9)* (Here, and throughout the discussion of Glauber and Martin theory, 

a unit system in which h«l, c^l, is used.) t » and e. are the posi

tive binding energies of the respective electron shells; s ., the 

screening function, is the ratio of the screened wave function at the 

origin to the unscreened wave function there; and 1^(E) is the inten

sity function, having the following two forms for s and p capture: 

I « ER „(£)[• (0)/*.(0)]^ ns ns ns Is 

and 

I = (2/Za)^[Q (E)]^. 
np np 
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Referonoo (8) shows a graph of S^^, and (7) gives numerical values 

for 0 (E>, the value of an integral used in oaleulating P-state 

spectra. R (E) is the relativistic correction factor, whose forw 
no 

is given in (7), (8), end (9). (9) contains a graph of R (E) for 

1-S state, and numerical values for R^ ^ are given in (7). 

Since the maximum energy of the IB spectrum, W, is the disintegration 

energy of the nuclear transiticxi minus the electron binding energy, the 

nuclear disintegration energy can be determined by adding the known elec

tron binding energy to the IB end-point energy. This is about the only 

way to determine the disintegration energy in orbital capture processes. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

In experimettts designed to measure the intensity of the IB 

spectrum aa a function of energy, the data recorded differ greatly 

from the spectrum initially emitted from the source. Chiefly 

responsible for this difference are background radiation (noise), 

Compton scattering in the detection crystal, the resolution and 

efficiency of the detection equipment, smaller effects such as back-

scattering into the detector from surrounding materials, and the 

escape of iodine K X-rays from the crystal. A typical IB spectrum, 

37 
that of A , is shown in Figure 2 as it appears upon detection by 

a crystal scintillation spectrometer, and as the spectrum is 

initially emitted (1). 

The correction for background radiation can be done directly 

by making experimental measurements of this background tmder condi

tions identical to those under which the actual data are taken, and 

subtracting the background spectrum from the total spectrum. Like

wise, the measurement of the ratio of radiative electron capture to 

total electron capture can be done immediately, by comparing the 

intensity of the IB spectrum with data showing the total capture 

intensity. In many cases, the K X-ray escape and back-scattering 

can be neglected, being relatively small. (The X-ray escape correc

tion is discussed in reference 10.) Thus the problem of primary 

concern is how one should correct the data for scattering, efficiency, 

and resolution of the equipment. 

13 
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The Procedure of Previous Investigators 

The approach usually adopted by previous investigators is 

described by Lindquist and Wu. (1). In several steps, they sub

jected the theoretical spectra of Qlauber and Martin to the effects 

of the scintillation spectrometer, and then oompared this to the 

experimental spectrum. Their procedure is briefly described here. 

The efficiency of the detector, including the geometric factor, 

was first applied, to yield the number of photons at each energy 

whioh would be detected (see Figure 3). The detection efficiency 

is the percentage of emitted radiation at each energy which is 

detected by the spectrometer at any energy. This efficiency depends 

upon the geometry of the crystal-source arrangement, the size and 

shape of the crystal, and the photomultiplier characteristics. The 

*'intrinsic effleieney** (which is shown in Figure 3) does not contain 

the geometrical fact<»». For a detailed discussion of scintillation 

crystal detection efficiency, see (15). Then the fraction p(E') of 

those photons detected at full energy (photoelectric cross-section / 

total cross-section) was determined as a function of incident energy. 

(Hereafter E! represents the incident IB energy.) This was done 

by making a graph of the detected spectrum obtained from a mono

chromatic gamma-source of known energy (Figure 4), taking the frac

tion of the total area under the curve in Figure 4 which lies under 

the peak curve. The width of the peak depends upon the resolution 

of the system, as described later. These standard curves for deter

mining the fraction of photons detected at full energy must be con

structed for several energies so that a continuous curve representing; 
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this froetion as o funetion of energy <rtuupoeteristic of the particular 

oxporimotttol arrangement can be obtained* A typical graph of this 

froetion« which is called the **Peak-to-the-Total-Ratio*', is shown in 

Figore 5, 

By takii^E the fraction p(E*) of the spectrum, one component N 

of the oorrected speotnim was obtained* The other, K , due to the 

Comptoo^ooottered photons Cl-p(E*)3, was obtained as follows. For 

an incident photon of energy E.', the energy of the recoil electron E 

eaai be anywhere in the range from zero to E.*, the maximum Cos^ton 

2 2 
energy, whioh is equal to 2E.* /(m •f2E.»). This value of E* was 

found by setting 9«180<^ in the equation 

Xg » X/Cl+X(l-cose)3, 

which is derived in many textbooks (e.g., 16, 15). Here X and X^ 

2 
are the incident and scattered gamma-ray energies in units of is c . 

The Probability that the Compton electron from IB of energy 

E,' will be detected with energy between E and E+dE is a function 

C(E,E*). The total nueaber of Compton electrons with energy E due 

to all IB of energy zero to W is thus 

N^ « lc(E,E»)N^(E*)Cl-p(E»)]dE*, 

The function C(E,E*) was found to be approximately constant up to 

the Compton maximum energy E.*t 
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C(£|£*) « C(E«) • X/Ej^*, OitE<E^*; 

C(E,£*) a 0 E>E^*, 

NuRorioal integration was used to find II , which was then added to 

H ^ the photoelootric eompcnent of the spootrum, to complete the 
P 

eorroetion for soatterii^* 

The effect of resolution of the system is to broaden monochromatic 

gamma-radiation into a Gaussian energy distributi^a G(E*',E*). The 

correction is oarried out by perfcsnlng the integration over all ini

tial enorgioo Et 

"r.,<^"' = kh(E)0(E",E)dE. 

where 

th p c* 

G(L",E) = i:2KE3"^^^ expC-(E"-i:)^/2KE3; 

K = Y^(E)/2E In 2; 

and Y(E) is the half-width at half intensity of G, considered as a 

function of E. (See reference 1*) 
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The Procedure Proposed by This Thesis 

Sinee theories do not now exist for ell cases where IB 

experiments can be performed, it seems that the reverse of the 

above method is proferoble. Namely, one should run the experiment, 

correct the data for known effects to dt>tain the spectrum as it was 

emitted from the source, and then either compare with the theory or 

at least present corrected data with whioh future theories can be 

oompared* A method of perfomlng this correction of the data is 

now prooented* 

The back-scattering and X«*ray escape effects are not dealt with 

here, but can easily be added to this analysis if desired. (The 

form of f(E,E*) discussed below would have to be appropriately 

changed*) The resolution and Compton-scattering effects are corrected 

for at once, as followss the function f(E,E*) giving the probability 

that an IB photon of energy E* will be detected at energy E is shown 

in Figure 3 for a single value of E*, considered as a function of 

E. Close agreement with all of the experimental curves is attained 

by approximating the function f(E,E*) by the form 

where b and a are constants determined by the calibration data 

(Figure 4), and G(E,E») is the Gaussian function discussed earlier. 

Except for energies very close to E*, the first term in f(E,E*) is 

the same as C(E,E»). Figure 6 shows f(E,E*), the curve from Figure 4, 
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whioh is being appz>oxiaated, end the further apprmcimation using 

C(E,BO. It turns out that substituting C(E,E») for this first 

term has little effect on the results, so this can be done to speed 

oomputatic^s when necessary* It is done in the program listed in 

the Appendix. What this amounts to is not correcting the Compton 

electrons for resolution of the detection equipment. The spectrum 

oorrected fear scattering and resolution, hereafter called g(E*), 

can be obtained by solving the integral equation 

Nj^g(E) = jg(E»)f(E,E')dE«, 

One method of solving this equation approximately is to assume 

that g(E*) can be approximated by a finite seriesi 

g(E«) . I «„E'<"-^\ 
n«0 

Then 

0 n 
N (E) « I I a E*"*'-^^f(E,E»)dE* res ' » ̂  ~ 

I a fE*^"''^^f(E,E»)df.* 

n I a C (E). 
•* n n 
n 
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Here the C (E) are N functions, with which a least-squares fit to 

N (E) can be found by determining the N constants a , in the ordi-
res n 

nary way (e.g., see reference 11 or 12)« The integration to deter

mine the C (£) is necessarily numerical, since the coefficients 

p(E*) in f(£,£') are only en^irieally known at a finite number of 

points* (A polynomial approximation to p(£')» which might allow 

integration of C (£) in closed form, is not practical, since the 

integrals would contain a very large number of terms, besides the 

inaecoracy introduoed by the approximation itself.) The solution, 

g(E*), is then obtained directly by summation J a E* "" , It turns 
n 

out that tha function. C„(E) ar. such that a good X.a.t-.,uar.. fit 

cannot be made with a small ni»ber of terms; therefore, the g(E*) 

<^tained is necessarily unreliable. 

A better method of solving for g(E*) is by a spectral 

representation of f(E,E*) in terms of some set of orthonormal func

tions* If energies are measured in Mev, W turns out to be between 

0*2 and 1.0 in many cases of interest, so the integrations are 

oarried out from zero to one* The even Legendre functions, properly 

nonnalized, are then convenient for the spectral representation: 

N 
f(E,E*) = I b^(E*)Lj^(E), 

i=l 

Here L.(E) are even Legendre functions, normalized from zero to one, 

They may be defined by 
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/ Hi - 3 L^(E) » P21 ̂  2 ^^^* 

where i » 1, 2, ..., N, and the P. are the ordinary Legendre functions, 

which satisfy the orthononaality condition 

I P^(E)P, (E)dE s -Rr-T-r «ji,-7_ 
K*j^"'*k^"'-"' 2 r r i " j k 

Since the even-numbered Ijegendre functions are even functions, it 

follows that the L. as defined above satisfy the condition 

t L^(E)L,(E)dE « 6^.. 
Substituting the sum Jb^(E*)L^(E) for f(E,E*) into the expression 

rea 

M_.(E) = f g(E*) I b.(E*)L,(E)dE* 
res JL T i l 

« I L^(E) f b^(E»)g(E*)dE*, 

where the part of the expression which is independent of E* has been 

taken outside of the integral. 

To determine the b.(E*), the orthonormality property of the L^ 
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ean be usodt 

[ L^(E)f(E»EhdE « f L^(E) J b^(EML^(E)dE 

I b^(EM f L^(E)L^(E)dE 

- I b^(E') «i^ 

« b^(E'), 

In order to obtain an expression from which g(E*) can be evaluated, 

the following definition is now mades 

Aj * J N^g(E)L^dE a j g(E*){/̂ J- L^(E)f(E,E*)dE}dE* 

« I g<E*></o^ L^(E)j;Cb2(E*)L^(E)3dE>dE* 

» f g(E*){J b^(E»)/^ L^(E)L^(E)dE}dE* 

« f g(E'){X b,(E*)«,,}dE' 
0̂ i ^ ^̂  
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S«q»po8e g(E«) « I aj^E»^^*^\ Then 

A^ « 4^g(E«)bj(E*)dE* 

« 4^b^(E*)I aj^E'^^-^^dE* 

= I a^!^ b^(E»)E»^'^"^^dE» 

m I V^' 

where 

V ^ /o^l>^(E»)E»^*''"^^dE*. 

The values of A. can be calculated from the integral 

*j •• ^0 "^.(EJI-iCEjdE. 

Since the B., are also directly calculable from their definition, the 

equations 
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*j ' I ^jk-k 

constitute a set of linear algebraic equations whioh can be solved 

to yield the a*s« From these coefficients, the approximate solution 

g(£*) is then constructed from the sum 

g(Et) « I Sĵ E'̂ '̂ -'̂ ^ 

The accuracy of the analysis depends in part on how closely this 

approximation can be made with a usable number of terms. Sinee g(E*) 

is a smooth curve, cme would suppose that the approximation should 

be excellent with a low number of terms. This supposition is 

verified by calculations, as shown below. 

After g(E') is found, it Is divided by the efficiency at each 

value of E* to complete the correction of the spectrum. 

The computer program given in the Appendix performs the solution 

of the integral equation for g(E*), and the efficiency correction. 

The accuracy of this program has been evaluated by entering data 

taken from oorrected spectra shown in several Physical Review articles 

(e.g., reference 1), and performing the reverse process (following a 

simple procedure similar to that of Lindquist and Wu) to obtain what 

is assumed to be the original data. In this procedure, the efficiency 

correction is first made, then the integral L g(E*)f(E,E')dE* is 

evaluated numerically. These data were then subjected to this pror.ra^. 
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to obtain again the corrected spectrum. This checking process showed 

the program to be accurate to within a few percent in all except the 

very low energy range, where a deviation of up to 30% between the 

original data and the results of the checking program appeared. This 

large deviation was shown to be due chiefly to inaccuracy of the 

checking program at low energies, and not to the main program. 

Generally the data available from most IB experiments are not very 

accurate in this low energy range, so that a moderate discrepancy 

there would not be of great consequence. However, the excellent 

agreement of the original data with the results of the checking pro

gram indicates that the error oarried by the main program itself is 

negligible. Any serious failure of the spectrum arrived at by this 

program to represent the real spectrum emitted is caused by inaccuracy 

in the values of the efficiency of the detector and the peak-to-total-

ratio. 

Figure 7 shows graphs of the following data: 

37 
(a) a theoretical spectxnim for A , taken from reference (1); 

(b) **data**, which are the results of the checking program, 

using (a) as input; 

(c) corrected spectrum, using "data** from (b) as input. 

The numerical values for the data shown in Figure 7 are listed 

in Table 1. 



TABLE I 

RESULTS OF COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

37 
A. Theoretical Spectrum for A for energy values 10, 30, 

50, ..., 990 Kev, from (1) 

20.00 
24.00 
31.10 
30.70 
27.00 
16.10 
10.70 

5.70 
1*25 
0.00 

12*00 
26.40 
31.60 
30.30 
25.50 
16.30 

9.70 
4.75 
0.50 
0.00 

13.00 
28.20 
31*90 
29.80 
23,60 
14,60 

8,70 
3,75 
0,00 
0.00 

17.00 
29.40 
31.70 
29.00 
21.90 
13.00 

7.70 
2.80 
0.00 
0.00 

21.00 
30.30 
31.10 
28.00 
20.00 
11.70 

6.70 
2.00 
0.00 
0.00 

37 
B, **Data** obtained by running theoretical A spectrum 

through check program 

68,96 
33.93 
35.35 
24.63 
13.59 

6,40 
3,11 
1,49 
0,31 
0.00 

30.00 
35.35 
34.44 
22.30 
11.63 

5.48 
2.74 
1.21 
0.16 
0,00 

27,27 
36,19 
32.88 
19.88 
10.03 

4,70 
2,40 
0,95 
0,06 
0,00 

29,60 
35,89 
29,79 
17,52 

8,65 
4,05 
2,09 
0,71 
0,01 
0.00 

32,13 
35,78 
27,00 
15,45 

7,45 
3.53 
1,78 
0,49 
0.00 
0,00 

C. Corrected spectrum obtained by running **data** through 
main program 

27.09 
25,34 
30,91 
30,92 
26.38 
18.60 
10,82 

5,12 
1,62 

-0 ,38 

19.56 
26,89 
31,39 
30.31 
24,95 
16,96 

9,47 
4,28 
1,10 

-0 ,48 

20.19 
28.24 
31.64 
29.54 
23,44 
15,43 

8.22 
3.52 
0.63 

-0 .38 

21.91 
29.37 
31,60 
28.58 
21.86 
13.84 

7.04 
2.83 
0.28 

-0 ,01 

23,69 
30.20 
31.34 
27.71 
20.27 
12.28 

6.05 
2.20 

-0 ,13 
0,70 

30 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

The computer method of correotion of IB spectra which is 

presented here should be of some value in directional correlation 

work, sinee it performs the corrections in a more desirable sense 

(from data to corrected spectrum instead of from theory to predicted 

data), and since it requires less time (about four hours) for compu

tations than ordinary hand calculations or graphical corrections, 

while also allowing greater accuracy. At the sacrifice of increased 

computer time, one can easily enhance the accuracy further by leav

ing the function f(E,E») unsimplified (not substituting C(E,E*) for 

the first term, as described earlier), or by increasing the degree 

of the polynomial approximation to g(£*), and correspondingly the 

number of Legendre functions L.(E), It is doubtful whether the 

accuracy of many IB experiments justifies this additional time. 

One direct advantage of performing the corrections in the order 

pzK>posed here instead of that used by previous investigators is that 

the corrected spectrum obtained in this way allows the determination 

of the disintegration energy of the nuclear process leading to the 

IB emission, even if no good theoretical description of the shape 

of the IB spectrum for that process were to exist. 

Due to lack of availability of any good original experimental 

IB data, the **data*' listed in Table I, and the calculations associated 

with them, were obtained by **un-correcting** theoretical spectra from 

the literature (1), by subjecting it to the checking program. Tha 

32 
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extent of verification consists of demonstrating that the method of 

analysis represented by the main computer program is consistent with 

the reverse proeess used by previous investigators. Therefore noth

ing herein should be construed as indicating agreement of theory 

with experimental data. For the experiments discussed, this agree

ment is established in the literature (1), This thesis simply pre

sents a method of processing data so as to correct for efficiency, 

scattering, and resolution, allowing direct comparison with theory. 
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APPENDIX A 

MAIN PROGRAM 

MAIN PROGRAM IB SPECTRUM CORRECTION 
EX2F(S»T)=(-693*)*(T-S)**2/S 
P1F(S)=1. 
P2F(S)=3*3541*5**2-1.118 
P3F(S)=13.125*5**4-11.25*5**2+1.125 
P4F(5)=52.055*5**6-70.984*5**4+23.661*5**2-1.1267 
P5F(5)=207.283*5**8-386.928*5**6+223.227*5**4-UV*5**2+VW 
P6F(5)=UU*5**10-VV*5**8+WW*5**6-XX*5**4+YY*5**2-ZZ 
P7F(S)=U*5**12-V*5**10+W*5**8-X*5**6+YYY*5**4-Z*5**2+1.1279 
UV=40*5869 
VW=1*12741 
UU=826.815 
VV=1958*247 
WW=1612*674 
XX=537*558 
YY=62.026 
ZZ=1.1277 
U=3300.97 
V=9472.35 
W=10148*95 
X=4985.45 
YYY=1099.73 
Z=87.978 
DIMEN5I0N A(100)»5PECT{100)»C5(100)»B(7»100)»C ( 7 ) »D ( 7 »8 ) 
DIMEN5I0N EC 7)>EFC(100)>DATA(100)»P(7»100) 

101 FORMAT(12) 
103 FORMAT(5F8.3) 
105 F0RMAT(F8.6) 
107 FORMAT(7E10*4) 
108 F0RMAT(5E14*8) 
109 F0RMAT(E16.8) 

Y=0.2555 
READ 105»H 
N=l./H 
NN=N-4 
DO 302 J=1»NN*5 

302 READ 103»A(J)»A(J + 1)»A(J + 2)»A(J + 3) ,A(J + 4) 
DO 301 I=1»NN»5 

301 READ 103»DATA(I)»DATA{I + l)>DATA(I+2)»DATA(I+3)»DATA( 1+4) 
EVALUATE EVEN LEGENDRE FUNCTI0N5 
DO 304 J=1»N 
S5 = J 
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5=H*(SS-*5) 
P(1»J)=P1F(5) 
P(2»J)=P2F(5) 
P(3,J)=P3F(5) 
P(4»J)=P4F(5) 
P(5»J)=P5F(5) 
P(6»J)=P6F(5) 

304 P(7,J)=P7F(5) 
DO 303 K=l»7 
DO 305 J=1»NN»5 

305 PUNCH 108»P(K»J)»P(K.J + 1)»P(K»J+2) •P(K»J+3)»P(K»J+4) 
303 CONTINUE 

EVALUATE B(K»J) INTEGRAL5 OF LEGENDRE FCN5 TIME5 F(E»E*) 
G=H/5. 
HH=H*5* 
N5=1*/HH 
N51=N5+1 
DO 213 K=l»7 
DO 112 J=1»N5 
55 = J 
5=H*(55-.5) 
551=55*10* 
N5=551 
B(K>J)=0* 
DO 111 I=1»N5 
TT=I 
T=G*(TT-*5) 
CRl=5**2/(Y+5)-T 
CR2=(T-5)**2/5 
IF(CR1)701»701»702 

701 IF(CR2-*01)703»703»704 
702 IF(K-2)71,72»78 
71 ADD=P1F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
72 ADD=P2F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
78 IF(K-4)73»74>79 
73 ADD=P3F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+5)/S**2 

GO TO 777 
74 ADD=P4F(T)*G*A{J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
79 lF(K-6)75»76»77 
75 ADD=P5F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
76 ADD=P6F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
77 ADD=P7F(T)*G*A(J)*(Y+S)/5**2 

GO TO 777 
703 IF(K-2)81»82»88 
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81 ADD = P1F(T)*G*{1.-A(J) )*EXPF(EX2F(5,T))/(.0675*5QRTF { 5 ) ) 
GO TO 777 

82 ADD=P2F(T)*G*(1.-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(S»T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 
GO TO 777 

88 IF(K-4)83»84>89 
83 ADD = P3F(T)*G*(1.-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5,T))/(.0675*5QRTF ( 5 ) ) 

GO TO 777 
84 ADD=P4F(T)*G*(1.-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5»T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 

GO TO 777 
89 IF(K-6)85»86»87 
85 ADD = P5F(T)*G*(1.-A(J) )*EXPF(EX2F(5,T))/(.0675*5QRTF ( 5)) 

GO TO 777 
86 ADD=P6F(T)*G*{1*-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(S,T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 

GO TO 777 
87 ADD = P7F(T)*G*(1*-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5»T))/(.0675*5QRTF ( 5 ) ) 

GO TO 777 
704 ADD=0. 
777 CONTINUE 
111 B(K»J)=B(K»J)+ADD 
112 CONTINUE 

DO 212 J=N51»N 
55 = J 
5=H*{S5-.5) 
B(K»J)=0* 
DO 211 I=1»N 
TT=I 
T=H*(TT-*5) 
CRl=5**2/(Y+5)-T 
CR2=(T-5)**2/5 
IF(CR1)201»201»202 

201 IF(CR2-.01)203»203»204 
202 IF(K-2)21»22»28 
21 ADD=P1F(T)*H*A(J)*(Y+S)/S**2 

GO TO 222 
22 ADD=P2F{T)*H*A{J)*(Y+5)/S**2 

GO TO 222 
28 IF(K-4)23,24»29 
23 ADD=P3F(T)*H*A{J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 222 
24 ADD=P4F{T)*H*A(J)*(Y+S)/S**2 

GO TO 222 
29 IF(K-6)25>26>27 
25 ADD=P5F{T)*H*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 222 
26 ADD=P6F(T)*H*A(J)*(Y+5)/S**2 

GO TO 222 
27 ADD=P7F(T)*H*A(J)*(Y+5)/5**2 

GO TO 222 
203 IF(K-2)31»32»38 
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31 ADD = P1F(T)*H*{1.-A(J) )*EXPF(EX2F(5 ,T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 
60 TO 222 

32 ADD=P2F(T)*H*(1.-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5 ,T ) )/(.0675*5QRTF{5)) 
GO TO 222 

38 IF{K-4)33»34»39 
33 ADD = P3F(T)*H*{1*-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5»T))/(*0675*5QRTF { 5) ) 

GO TO 222 
34 ADD = P4F(T)*H*(1.-A{J))*EXPF(EX2F(5 ,T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5) ) 

GO TO 222 
39 IF(K-6)35»36»37 
35 ADD=P5F(T)*H*{1*-A{J))*EXPF(EX2F(5,T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 

GO TO 222 
36 ADD = P6F(T)*H*(1*-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5 ,T ) )/(*0675*5QRTF(5) ) 

GO TO 222 
37 ADD=P7F(T)*H*(1.-A(J))*EXPF(EX2F(5,T))/(.0675*5QRTF(5)) 

GO TO 222 
204 ADD=0. 
222 CONTINUE 
211 B(K»J)=B(K>J)+ADD 
212 CONTINUE 

PRINT 101»K 
213 CONTINUE 

DO 241 K=l»7 
DO 241 J=1»NN»5 

241 PUNCH 108»B(K»J)»B(K»J+1)>B(K»J+2)»B{K»J+3)»B{K»J+4) 
DO 310 J=l»7 

310 C(J)=0* 
EVALUATE INTEGRAL5 OF F(E) TIME5 L(E) 
DO 311 I=1»N 
TT=I 
T=H*(TT-*5) 
C(1)=C(1)+P1F(T)*DATA(I)*H 
C(2)=C(2)+P2F(T)*DATA(I)*H 
C(3)=C(3)+P3F(T)*DATA{I)*H 
C(4)=C(4)+P4F(T)*DATA(I)*H 
C(5)=C(5)+P5F(T)*DATA(I)*H 
C(6)=C(6)+P6F(T)*DATA(I)*H 
C(7)=C(7)+P7F(T)*DATA(I)*H 

311 CONTINUE 
PUNCH 107»C(1)»C(2)»C{3)»C{4)»C(5)>C{6)»C(7) 
DO 411 J=l»7 
DO 411 K=l>7 
D{J»K)=0. 
DO 411 I=1»N 
TT=I 
T=H*{TT-*5) 
ADD=T**(K-1)*H*B(J»I) 

411 D(J»K)=D(J»K)+ADD 
DO 531 L=l»7 
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531 D(L»8)=C(L) 
DO 441 L=l»7 

441 PUNCH 107»D(L»1)»D(L»2)»D(L»3)»D(L»4)»D(L»5)»D(L»6)»D(L»7) 
50LVE LINEAR EQN5 BY GAU55-J0RDAN ELIMINATION 
READ 105»TOL 
DO 614 L=l»7 
DIAG=D(L»L) 
IF(DIAG)602>603>604 

602 IF(DIAG+TOL)608t603,603 
604 IF(DIAG-TOL)603»603,608 
603 PRINT 109,DIAG 

PUNCH 109»DIAG 
PUNCH IOI9L 

608 CONTINUE 
DO 606 K=l»8 

606 D(L,K)=D(L»K)/DIAG 
M=l 

609 IF(M-L)611»613»611 
611 FEMT=D(M»L) 

DO 612 K=L,8 
612 D(M,K)=D(M,K)-FEMT*D(L,K) 
613 M=M+1 

IF(M-7)609»609,614 
614 CONTINUE 

K = 8 
DO 621 M=l»7 
E{M)=D(M»K) 
PUNCH 109,ECM) 

621 PRINT 109,E(M) 
DO 712 I=1,NN,5 

712 READ 103,EFC(I),EFC(I+l),EFC(1+2),EFC{1+3),EFC(1+4) 
DO 713 J=1,N 
5PECT(J)=0. 
55 = J 
5=H*(5S-*5) 
DO 714 M=l,7 

714 5PECT(J)=5**(M-1)*E(M)+5PECT(J) 
CORRECT FOR EFFICIENCY 

713 C5(J)=SPECT(J)/EFC(J) 
DO 722 J=1,NN,5 

722 PUNCH 108,C5(J),C5(J+1),CS{J+2),C5(J+3)»C5(J+4) 
END 

CHECK PROGRAM 

EX2F(5,T)=-693**(T-5)**2/5 
DIMEN5I0N A(100),C5(100),EFC(100) ,5PECT(100) •DATA(100) 
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101 F0RMAT(F8.6) 
103 F0RMAT(5E14.8) 
105 FORMAT(5F8*3) 

READ 101,H 
N=l./H 
NN=N-4 
DO 102 1=1,NN,5 

102 READ 105,A(I),A(I+l),A(1+2)»A(I+3),A{1+4) 
DO 104 1=1,NN,5 

104 READ 103,C5( I ),C5( I + l) ,C5(1 + 2),C5(1+3),C5(1+4) 
DO 106 1=1,NN,5 

106 READ 105,EFC(I) ,EFC(I + l) ,EFC(I+2),EFC(I+3),EFC(1+4) 
DO 211 1=1,N 

211 5PECT(I)=C5(I)*EFC(I) 
DO 111 1=1,N 

111 DATA(I)=0. 
Y=0*2555 
DO 212 1=1,N 
TT=I 
T=H*(TT-*5) 
DO 212 J=1,N 
55 = J 
5=H*(55-*5) 
CRl=5**2/(Y+5)-T 
CR2=(T-5)**2/5 
IF(CR1)21,22,22 

21 IF(CR2-*015)25,25,26 
2 2 ADD=H*5PECT{J)*A{J)*(Y+5)/(5**2) 

GO TO 222 
2 5 ADD = H*5PECT(J)*(l.-A{J) )*EXPF(EX2F(5 , T))/(.0675*5QRTF ( 5)) 

GO TO 222 
26 ADD=0. 

222 CONTINUE 
212 DATA(I)=DATA(I)+ADD 

DO 301 1=1,NN,5 
PUNCH 10 5»DATA(I),DATA( I + l),DATA(I+2)»DATA(I+3),DATA ( I+4) 

301 PUNCH 103,DATA{ I)»DATA( I + l),DATA(1+2 ) ,DATA{1+3),DATA(1+4) 
END 
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Figure 8: Flow Diagram for the Main Program 
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APPENDIX B 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAMS 

The eomputor progPMis listed in Appendix A are FORTRAN II 

programs written for an IBM X620 data prooesaing unit with a card 

puneh input (13). 

Main Program 

The method of analysis is given in Chapter III. The syBd}ols 

used in that chapter correspond to the symbols in the program as 

follows t 

p(E») . ,̂  A(J) 

£* S,J 

E . . . t T,I 

g(EM SPECT(J) 

corrected spectrum . . . . CS(J) 

efficiency • • . . EFF(J) 

L^(E) PiF(T) 

f(E,E») ADD 

a ^ E(M) 

B^^ D(L.M) 

A C(L) 
•J 

b.(E») B(K.J). 

The method of numerical integration used throughout the program 

is a rectangular method, taking the height of each rectangle to be 



*f4 

the value of the intergand at the center of the increment, the interval 

width being determined by a data card. Use of Simpson's rule was found 

uneconomical in terms of computer storage and time required in rela

tion to accuracy attained. Allowable increments are ;)25, .02, .0125, 

and .01. The reciprocal of this increment is the number of data to be 

entered, as well as the number of points at which A(J) and EFr(J) must 

be specified. Using .02 for H, the integration increment gives the 

program a time requirement of about four hours; from there, the time 

period varies approximately as the inverse square of H. However, ,02 

yields good accuracy, so that smaller increments are probably 

unnecessary. 

The increment for integration over the first one-fifth of the 

range is reduced to G«H/5, In order to prevent inaccuracy in integra

tion resulting from the fact that the half-width of the Gaussian curve 

is very small when E* is in this region; therefore, in order to justify 

numerical integration, the increment must be reduced so that the inte

grand doesn't change drastically within it. 

The Jordan-Gauss method is used to solve the simultaneous 

equations for the E(M), (For example, see reference 14, pp. 68-72.) 

The input data are in the following forms 

H 

A(J) (five numbers per card) 

DATACV"^) (five numbers per card) 

TOL 

EFC (five numbers per card). 

Here TOL is a tolerance specifying how small the diaRonal 
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element in the matrix D<LgM) can become without being typed out by 

the computer. This output allows the operator to judge the accuracy 

of the solution, since extrwsely low divisors would necessarily make 

the Jordan-Gauss method unreliable. 

The format for the above input data should be obtained from 

the program. Appendix A. 

The output cards contain prior to the corrected spectrum, 

certain information to aid one in searching for the cause of unex

pected results: PIF(S), P2F(S), P3F(S), P4F(S), P5F(S), P6F(S), 

P7F(S), B(K»J), C(L), D(L,M), DIAG (where sipaUer than TOL), E(M), 

CS(J). 

Check Program 

Using the same function f(E,E') as the main program, the check 

program also allows the energy intervals H«.025, .02, and .0125 for 

numerical calculations. The data input is as follows: H, A(J), 

CS(J), EFC(J). 

The output is the computed value of the date at 1/H energy values, 

to be compared with DATA(J) to check the accuracy of the main program. 

As stated earlier, the computed data car be expected to exceed the 

original data in value for the lew energies, due to the large slope 

of the Gaussian curve at low values of F \ which causes grave error 

in the numerical Integratior, since fairly large constant values of 

the increment H are used in the check program. 


